
Start a Delivery

Have peace of mind knowing your
delivery experience will be tailored to
meet your specific needs. Once you've
selected your preferred vehicle, select
from a list of add-ons to make the
loading and unloading process easier.

Vehicles & Add-OnsVehicles & Add-Ons

https://app.dispatchit.com/orders/begin
http://www.dispatchit.com/


CAR

Two or Four-Door Sedan
 

Holds paint, small parts and
signage, tools, and office

documents. Customers also
use this option when
moving carpet, tile, or

cabinet samples. 

MID SIZED

SUV, Crossover, or
Minivan

 
Holds the same items as a
car but in larger quantities.

May transport items like five-
gallon buckets of paint, boxes

of tile, or larger signage.

PICKUP TRUCK

Open or Enclosed 
Truck Bed

 
Great for moving taller or longer
items like appliances, tiles, and
lumber. We require drivers to

have truck beds with a minimum
length of 78 in.

For customers moving palletized freight,
bulky equipment, or multiple items. Some

offer liftgate assistance to load heavy cargo.
The minimum length is 10ft.

CARGO VAN

Classified Cargo Van
 

For customers looking to transport 5x10 signage,
tables, lighting, machinery, or drywall. We require

that every cargo van on our platform can fit at least
a 4x8 pallet.

Vehicle Sizes

BOX TRUCK



Optional Add-Ons
Vehicle Features

Dedicated Vehicle

Know your items will fit by reserving
the entire vehicle

Equipment

Liftgate

Easier to load/unload heavy items
from the vehicle.

Dolly

Helps one person easily move
heavy items.

Pallet Jack

Allows for easy movement of
heavy pallets.

Roof Rack

Increases vehicle storage by allowing
long items to be carried on the roof. 

Ladder Rack

Makes it safer to load/unload ladders
and frees space inside the vehicle.

Helps transport long material like pipe,
tubing and bar stock.

Pipe Rack

Ramp
Allows heavy items to be easily
loaded into the vehicle or cover short
flights of stairs, eliminating the need
to lift items. 

...with more to
come!



Driver Skills

Extra Handling: 
Inside Delivery

Have items placed just inside the
door.

Extra Handling: 
Room of Choice

Have items placed exactly where you
need them.

Extra Handling: Paperwork

Obtain and track signatures with
photos or have the signed paperwork
returned by listing your office as the
final stop on a multi-stop order.

Construction Site PPE

Equipment worn to prevent serious
workplace injuries. Includes items 

like: Hard hat, vest, and closed-
toed shoes.

www.dispatchit.com

Pallet and Packaging Disposal

The Dispatch Driver will remove pallets 
or packaging material, directly related 
to the delivery, from the drop-off site.

...with more to
come!

http://www.dispatchit.com/

